A former executive of a billion dollar global consumer products company and
awarded the Vistage UK, International Speaker of the Year, (World’s Leading CEO
Membership Organization) AmyK is a catalyst for producing sustainable solutions
to a leader’s most pressing challenges. Thousands of executives in 10+ countries
have benefited from her keen insight and intuitive understanding of the issues
leaders face.
AmyK also served as Senior Executive Vice President, Operations for one of the
largest sales and marketing firms in the U.S., was a chosen member of National
Geographic’s Educator Advisory Committee, and now serves as the Founder and
Intelligence Activist of AmyK International, Inc., an executive development firm
focused on leadership development, healthy team cultures, sales and innovative
thinking. AmyK speaks 100+ times per year with clients including AT&T, Expedia,
McCarthy, BD, Trane, Lockheed Martin, Securian Financial, IBM, Wells Fargo,
Walmart, John Paul Mitchell Systems, Dematic, Brighton, Cyber AdAPT, Digitech
Systems, Herman Miller and hundreds more, AmyK travels the world helping senior
executives lead and collaborate more effectively.
AmyK is a featured contributor for Entrepreneur magazine, her company won 5
Telly Marketing Awards and the Summit International’s Award for Creativity, and
her latest book, The Secrets Leaders Keep, is an Amazon bestseller. AmyK
received her M.S. from Johns Hopkins University, and has been a featured guest on
numerous TV and radio networks including Bloomberg, NBC, Fox and ABC for her
brain-based commentary on current events.
To book AmyK Hutchens call Executive Speakers Bureau at 901-754-9404.
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Testimonials
“Six of my CEO members successfully used AmyK’s Aligning Brilliance tool
within a week of her presentation to my Vistage group. One was with his wife and
he said it was the most productive conversation in their marriage. One was with
a difficult employee and he is on board now and developing a plan. One was with
a major customer who was exercising too much leverage. All were positive.
Thank you, AmyK!!!”
- Vistage Chair.

“AmyK is a one-of-a-kind speaker and she was the highest rated speaker of our
entire conference! If you are looking to add tremendous value to your team or to
an event, engaging AmyK is a sure win!”
- Former Vice President, Asset Protection, Data Security & Crisis Management, Food
Marketing Institute.
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